
     Weather/Natural Conditions 

Tides: 

  

Depth measurements on charts are the mean average of the loest daily tide. 

 - Must check tide tables for "Minus Day", ie. if the tide will be less than average. 

 

Winds are named from their origin, current are named by their destination. 

 

Wind Rose from Pilot Charts 

 

   Pilot Chart addt'l: Red lines indicate % of waves over 12 feet.                   



 

Colder water masses hold more salt.   

Winds: Winds are driven by the sun heating the earth unevenly which forms convection cells. Between 

density instabilities and presure gradients (High to Low), this causes the motion of the atmoshpere (ie. 

winds).  

Density Gradients : Unstable density gradients promte vertical motion 

 ~ Cold dry air tends to sink (more dense) 

 ~ Warm wet air tends to rise (less dense) 

Convection cells: 

Low - Warm air rises and spreads out. Transfer of heat to colder air which reduces temperature of 

previously warm air.  

High -  Previously warm air is now cold. Cold air is denser and sinks. The air moves from a High to Low 

where it is warmed again, repeating the cycle and creating a convection cell. 

Convection cells between Equator and 30 degrees latitude, another between 30 - 60 degrees latitude. A 

third set between 60 - 90 degrees latitude.  

Wind direction influenced by coriolis effect.  



 ~Moving object or fluid in Northern hemisphere is deflected right.  

 ~ Moving object or fluid in Southern hemisphere is deflected left.  

 ~ Coriolis is greatest at the poles, least at the equator. 

  ~If No rotation, no land, I single convection cell 

  ~ If rotation and no land, 3 convetions cells 

  ~ With rotation and land, three groupings of convection cells, but orientation and  

  seasonal patterns complex. 

 

Currents:  

Surface currents are driven by winds. 

 ~ Frictional coupling transfers energy from wind to waves 

 ~ Water movement creates mounds of water & corresponding pressure gradients 

  ~Convergent zones -  Mounds 

   

  Such as the North Atlantic Gyre: 

   



  ~ Divergent zones - troughs 

  ~Coastal upwelling and downwelling (depending on conditions) 

  Ekman Transport causing upwelling:  

  Ekman Transport causing downwelling:  

Waves: 

 

Greater water pressure under crest than under trough.  



As with air, surface currents also affected by Coriolis. When wind is blowing on water, water deflected 

by 45 degrees to the right. Each deeper layer of water is affected by corilis more, resulting in Ekman 

sprial (which is the mechanism for creating mounds and troughs- ??).  

 

Currents in Caribbean 

 

Current 

Set: The direction in which a current is flowing. The caribbean current has a NW set. Measured more 

accurately by degrees off North. Measuring the angle actual fixes and dead reckoning.  

Drift: Speed of the current. Determined by divding distance covered by time. 40 nm/24 hrs = 1.7 kts/hr. 

"Vectors have direction (set) and magnetude (drift)." ? Referring to leeway.  



Weather -  

 

Weather faxes 4 times a day 00:00 (Midnight), 06:00 (6 am), 12:00 (noon), 18:00 (6 pm). 

 

 

Similar to wind rose, arrows indicate direction wind is coming from, however, feathers indicate 

force in knots (NOT Beaufort scale). 

Lines are isobars, indication of changes in air pressure by increments of 4.  

Centers of pressure zones marked with "X", underlines number indicates projected barametric 

pressure.  

Wind flows from High (clockwise and out) to Low (counter clockwise and in).  



 

Average rotation is 75 dgrees.  

 

"Front": A boundry between two air masses. A Front is as strong as the differences in 

temperature and humidity between the two air masses.  

Cold Front: Cold air (less humid, more dense) displacing warm air. 

Warm Front: Warm air (more humid, less dense)  displacing cold air.  

Low pressure systems always have warm and cold fronts associated with it.  

Low pressure systems develop when two high pressure systems begin duking it out (it is not an 

air mass in and of itself.)  

Warm air on top of cold air stable. (Though when warm and moist encoutners cold and dry, 

condensation occurs).  



Cold air on top of warm air unstable.  

 Warm Front Passage Cold Front Passage 

Temperature Increase Decrease 

Clouds Stratus - decreasing in height 

as front approaches, passing 

into steady rain to fog. 

Cumulus (maybe 

cumulonimbus) w/terrential 

rain (thunder & lightning) 

Wind Direction  S.E. to S. S.W. to W. (wind shift 

unusually rapid) 

Warning 24-48 hours Matter of hours 

   

  

Clouds: 

 



 

 


